Date
Time
August 25-29, 2008
All day
Location
Weather
Bighorn Crags - Challis, ID
A little of everything
Fish Species Golden, Rainbow & Westslope
Size Range Dependant on lake; all species
Cutthroat trout
to 16’’. A few to 18”
Fish Caught Many of all three species
Flies Used
Royal Wulff, Hopper, Elk Hair Caddis, Blue Dun, Adams & Pheasant Tail Nymph
Techniques Dry fly and my brother cast spinners
Comments
Big Goldens! Best all around fishing trip I have put together yet! The fishing was
superb for big fish and the scenery rivaled the White Clouds and Sawtooths.

My brother Rick with a 14” Golden Trout

The Bighorn Crags is a nice wilderness experience in the heart of the Frank Church River
of no Return Wilderness. It’s not close to anything! It is 40 miles from the nearest paved
road and a 7 mile hike to reach the heart of the crags. It is popular so you won’t be alone.

This trip required a 50 mile hike (20 backpacking and 30 dayhiking) to 30 lakes. Most of
the trip consisted of elevations between 8,000 and 9,000 feet.
The Itinerary:
Fish Identification: G – Golden Trout; C – Westslope Cutthroat; R – Rainbow Trout

Monday: Camp – Birdbill Lake. Drive 6 hours to trailhead from Boise. Backpack 8m
Lakes: Gentian C, Birdbill C
Notes: Beautiful hike in. Look for Bighorn Sheep. Don’t get caught on Fishfin Ridge
during a storm. No water along the way. Small Cuts in the basin.
Tuesday: Camp – Birdbill Lake. Dayhike 6 miles
Lakes: Big Clear G-C, Pothole G, Crater G, Gooseneck G, Glacier G-C
Notes: Awesome fishing for Golden Trout and a few Cutthroat. We caught several
Goldens to 13” in all the lakes except Pothole. I caught a 16” Golden in Big Clear Lake
that evening. Probably the best basin in Idaho to catch big Goldens.
Wednesday: Camp – Birdbill Lake. Dayhike 10m
Lakes: Airplane R,C Ship Island G,C Ship Island #2 G, C Ship Island #3, Ship Island #4,
Shoban C, Sheepeater C
Notes: It’s a beautiful view to come over the pass and see both Airplane and Ship Island
lakes. Ship Island and Ship Island #2 had non-stop action for Goldens and Cutthroats.
Ship Island #3 & #4 we think are barren from our observations although they have a
history. You can’t keep small Cuts off your line at Shoban and Sheepeater. Airplane was
descent fishing for some moderate Rainbows and Cuts.
Thursday: Camp – Welcome Lake. Backpack 4 miles, Dayhike 8m
Lakes: Wilson C, Harbor C, Welcome C; Dayhike; Heart C, Terrace Lakes R, C
Notes: Not much luck in Wilson and Harbor which were the most crowded lakes. Many
small Cuts in Welcome Lake. Warning: Welcome is infested with mosquitos even in late
August so choose camp wisely. We didn’t see much action at Heart Lake. Terrace Lakes
were phenomenal for many 15” Rainbows and Cuts with a few fish going larger.
Friday: Camp – Welcome Lake. Dayhike 15m
Lakes: Skyhigh C, Reflection C, Echo C, Turquoise C, Twin Cove C, Fawn, Doe, Buck
Notes: Awesome fishing for big Cuts and Rainbows in the 16-18” range in Buck Lake.
Echo and Twin Cove also held some nice fish. The other lakes held average size
Cutthroats.
Saturday: Backpack 7m to the trailhead and drive home.

Highlights: 16-18” fish in Buck Lake, abundance of big Goldens in Big Clear Lake
basin, the scenery at the passes and crystal clear lakes that allow you to see all the action.

It all started Monday morning at 6:30 am as we left Eagle. My brother got to see a lot of
Idaho as we followed the South Fork of the Payette and crossed the Sawtooth Valley with
prominent views of the Sawtooths. We again followed a river corridor but this time it was
the Salmon River. We got to Challis and waited in the parking lot a few minutes for
Subway to open. With 50 miles to go to the trailhead we were on our way. The roads
were good gravel roads until the last 5 miles or so. Even then they weren’t as bad as I was
expecting. There were a few ruts, a few steep spots and a few sharp rocks but I could
have probably made it in the van if I was desperate. I could see as we reached the
trailhead that we weren’t going to be alone. In actuality we didn’t see more than a few
people each day. There are plenty of lakes for people to spread out.
We started out in the early afternoon and made it to our destination early in the evening
with plenty of time to set up camp and catch some small Cuts on Birdbill and Gentian
Lakes. The hike was spectacular as we crossed Fishfin Ridge and viewed scenic Harbor
and Wilson Lakes. There were many signs of Bighorn Sheep along the trail and in the
meadow where we camped. We heard them crossing the cliffs above our camp that
evening but never did see them.

The start of the hike with views to the west toward the crags

Harbor and Wilson Lakes

The hike along Fishfin Ridge

Fishfin Ridge

A view along the trail (above)

Birdbill and Gentian Lakes basin where we camped

Monday night was a long night. The winds and rain were relentless as they ripped down
the mountain and through the meadow. It seemed like the clouds were moving one
direction as the trees were blowing the opposite and the water on the lake couldn’t
decide. Our tents were pounded by heavy wind gusts. I could actually hear the wind
starting down the canyon 5 or 6 seconds before it would pound our tent. There would
then be a calm followed by another blast time after time. I had invested in a new quality
tent and had it staked down good. Even then I didn’t know if it would hold. I didn’t want
to repeat the soaking I got last year in the White Clouds under similar conditions. We
survived the night and the hard winds were gone by early morning. On my return I found
out that this same storm had caused a death in Boise and burned 20 homes to the ground.
On Tuesday we headed over the mountain and into the basin to the north to target
Golden trout. It had its ups and downs as a fly fisherman due to the wind but it didn’t
seem to affect my brother’s spinner fishing. When it was calm I nailed them but when it
was windy I used a nymph which slowed down the pace. All in all the fishing was
fabulous for large Golden Trout. The excitement of landing even one of these rare species
would have made it all worth it. By evening we made our way to Big Clear Lake. The
wind was calm and the fishing was hot. I walked along the bank sight fishing for large
Goldens. I caught several good sized with the largest going 16”. I couldn’t believe my
eyes as I brought it to the bank. A 10” Golden is considered a mature fish in most parts. It
was truly a memorable evening that I will not forget.

Looking back toward Fishfin Ridge from the ridge into Big Clear Lake

A view of Crater, Gooseneck and Glacier Lakes in Golden Trout Country

Big Clear Lake from the summit (above)

Glacier Lake

Rick fishing Gooseneck Lake

Fishing Gooseneck Lake

Golden Trout

Golden Trout

